bonding patterns, [4a] pairs that lack hydrogen bonds altogether, [4b-e,i,j,m-p] and pairs that have larger-than-natural dimensions. [4q-s,5] However, to date such designed base pairs have generally not been tested in living cells. One recent exception is a single isosteric replacement for a natural base that was replicated efficiently. [6] Here we describe the first tests of a nonnatural DNA base pair geometry in a living cell. We have inserted single size-expanded DNA (xDNA) bases into phage genomes, and measured their replication in Escherichia coli cells. Surprisingly, although xDNA base pairs are considerably larger than the natural ones, we find that they are bypassed by the cellular replication machinery remarkably well. Indeed, two of the designed pairs possess biological function that is nearly indistinguishable from that of natural base pairs.
The four size-expanded DNA base pairs are shown in Fig. 1 . The hydrogen-bonded pairs involve benzo-homologated bases opposite complementary natural partners, yielding base pairs 2.4 Å larger than Watson-Crick pairs. [6] The concept of a benzo-expanded base was first developed by Leonard, who developed lin-benzo-adenine and -guanine and studied them as ribonucleotide analogues three decades ago. [7] We developed analogous benzopyrimidine C-nucleosides and studied the ability of these four deoxynucleoside compounds (xA, xC, xG, xT) to form helices composed of expanded-size pairs. Work to date has shown that fully-substituted duplexes of xDNA pairs are highly stable and form right-handed helices with a backbone conformation resembling B-DNA. [5a, d-f] However, single xDNA pairs substituted within natural DNA are destabilizing, presumably because of the mismatch in size between the large pair and the naturally-sized backbone surrounding it. [5d] This could well present a challenge for a natural DNA polymerase, since such enzymes (especially explicative enzymes) can be highly sensitive to the sizes of base pairs. [6, 8] However, living cells possess several different specialized classes of polymerases, some of which function to bypass damaged bases that are often larger than those of normal DNA. [9] Before completing extensive studies of in vitro replication of xDNA bases by natural and modified polymerases, we decided to test whether the cellular machinery already exists that might process these expanded bases.
We measured the information encoding capability of the single xDNA bases by incorporating them separately into oligonucleotides using standard phosphoramidite solidphase synthesis. [5a, c] The intact incorporation of expanded bases into the DNAs was confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry in all cases (see Supporting Data). The oligonucleotides were then ligated into an M13mp7(L2) single-stranded viral genome. [10] These modified genomes were then passaged through E. coli to quantify the biological responses. The responses to be derived are replication bypass efficiency (as scored by the amounts of daughter phage produced with respect to an unmodified competitor genome), and replication fidelity (measured by isolation and composition analysis of the daughter sequence, see below). A feature of this system is that there is no complementary strand opposite the unnatural bases in this single-stranded bacteriophage. This ensures that outcomes from replication and mutagenesis are derived solely from the initial replicative bypass of the modified bases, rather than from preferential replication of an opposing unmodified strand.
The ability of each of the four xDNA bases to support DNA replication in vivo was addressed using a competitive replication assay whereby genomes bearing a nonstandard base are mixed with a normal internal standard prior to electroporation into cells. [11] The concentration of each xDNA base construct was determined in triplicate, followed by normalization and transfection using a 2:1 ratio of xDNA:competitor. The results showed that two of the four size-expanded bases were bypassed highly efficiently (Fig. 2) . In E. coli that were not induced for a damage (SOS) response to translesion DNA replication, the xA and xT bases were bypassed with efficiencies that were, respectively, 80% and 73% that of the natural guanine control. The xC base was moderately well bypassed, with an efficiency of 29%, while the signal dropped to 11% for the xG base. When UV light was used to induce the SOS response polymerases, bypass was improved by a significant amount in all cases, with xA and xT reaching the level of the unmodified guanine control. The xC base increased to 53%, while the base that was the strongest block to replication, xG, had the greatest response to the UV-induced SOS DNA polymerases, increasing to 45% relative to the phage genome containing a natural guanine base at the test site. This suggests that flexible damage-reponse enzymes may assist in the synthesis or extension of a large xDNA pair.
Having established that single xDNA base pairs can be processed by the E. coli replication machinery, we proceeded to evaluate which natural bases replaced the xDNA analogs in the daughter phage that were recovered, using a published restriction endonuclease/postlabeling assay. [10] This serves as a quantitative measure of the ability of the bacterial polymerases to accurately read the chemical information encoded in the large-size bases. In the first round of DNA synthesis to produce the (−) strand of the phage DNA, a natural base would be incorporated opposite the xDNA base, thus making a size-expanded pair. In the next round, the all-natural DNA (−) strand would be replicated normally, producing new, all-naturallysubstituted (+)-strand daughter phage genomes that carry the sequence information encoded by the xDNA base at the original test site.
We found that two of the four xDNA bases, xA and xC, encoded their analogous replacements correctly. The results are shown graphically in Figure 3 . The fidelity of replacement of xA by A in the daughter phage is particularly striking, with 99% of the daughter phage containing adenine at the test site in the genome. This establishes that the xDNA-replicating polymerase correctly incorporates T opposite xA despite the large size of this pair. The xC analog was also read correctly the majority of the time, with replacement by C in 88% of the cases and by A (implicating T-xC mispairing) in 10%. The other two xDNA bases were read incorrectly, with T incorporation opposite both xT and xG being dominant over the "correct" xDNA pairing. Despite the misreading of xG, its coding ambiguity was low, since it coded as A 95% of the time. We also carried out the same experiments with phage that had been passaged through E. coli in which the SOS response had been induced by UV light. The results showed (see Supporting Data) that this did not change the bases encoded by the large-sized bases significantly.
Although the xA and xC expanded bases are read correctly by the bacterial replication machinery, xT and xG are not, at least in this context. We speculate that the mispairings that are observed with these latter two bases arise from an alternative pairing geometry and from an alternative protonation state (Fig. S5 ). It is possible to pair T opposite xT with a geometry analogous to the T-G wobble, which may be closer to a Watson-Crick geometry. This might explain the observation of "correct" A-xT pairing only 26% of the time as compared with 73% T-xT mispairing. As for the xG base, in some contexts it can be deprotonated at pH values neutral and higher. [5f] If this occurred during replication it would present a structure that is more complementary to T than C. We note that although two xDNA bases are incorrectly processed in this context, this still leaves a substantial information-encoding capability. The correct coding of two xDNA pairs involves four different bases, which is, in principle, the same amount of information content as the natural genetic system.
The finding of efficient replication for two of the large-sized pairs is surprising, given that replicative polymerases can be highly sensitive to nucleobase size. [8] To examine this in more detail we carried out preliminary in vitro experiments with DNA Polymerase I (Klenow fragment (Kf)), the most extensively studied of the E. coli polymerases. We used 28mer DNA templates containing a single xDNA base immediately downstream of a primer. To evaluate enzymatic efficiency and selectivity, we performed steady-state kinetics measurements of the addition of single natural nucleotides opposite each of these large bases. The results are given in Table 1 .
The kinetics data confirm that at least one natural enzyme can correctly read sequence information stored in size-expanded bases. Not surprisingly, the Kf enzyme is inefficient in constructing these large base pairs, with V max /K m values ca. 100-1000-fold below those for a natural base pair. Interestingly, this polymerase selectively chose the correct pairing partner with each of the four xDNA bases. Moreover, preliminary experiments on extension of an xDNA pair by this enzyme also show selective bypass of a correct pair over mismatched ones, again with very low efficiency (see Supporting Data). It appears that enzyme(s) other than Pol I are responsible for the efficient replication of xG and xT in vivo since these bases exhibited different cellular coding efficiencies (Fig. 3 ). It will be of interest in the future to explore the other classes of polymerases, including types that are functionally more flexible, [12] to evaluate which are able to efficiently replicate such large pairs. It will also be important to study the replication in new sequence contexts, and to evaluate exonuclease proofreading of such pairs. Taken together, the results show (a) that a DNA polymerase is able read the chemical information stored in the size-expanded bases, and (b) that the full replication machinery of E. coli is able to recognize the sequence encoded by two of the xDNA bases correctly and efficiently. This intriguing outcome suggests that it may be possible in the future to incorporate multiple xA or xC bases into phage genomes, or to incorporate xDNA pairs into plasmids that encode protein expression. In addition, it would be of interest to explore whether other organisms might also possess the ability to read xDNA pairs. The findings may ultimately lead to new strategies for modifying biological systems in useful ways.
Experimental Section

Synthesis of modified nucleosides and oligonucleotides
The deoxynucleoside phosphoramidite derivatives of xA, xT, xC, and xG were prepared as described previously. [5a-c] They were incorporated into oligodeoxynucleotides using the published methods, and were purified by HPLC and characterized by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (see Supporting Data).
Methods for enzyme kinetics
28-nt oligonucleotides containing single xA, xC, xG, xT residues were prepared along with a 23-nt complementary primer, which was labeled at its 5′ end with 32 P. Polymerase reaction conditions were as follows: DNA concentration 5 μM in a 37 °C buffer containing 100 mM Tris•HCl (pH 7.5), 20 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM dithiothreitol, and 0.1 mg/mL acetylated BSA. Enzyme and nucleotide concentrations were varied. Details of methods are given in the Supporting Data file.
Methods for cellular assays
The Competitive Replication of Adduct Bypass (CRAB) assay [10b] was used to determine the replication blocking (if any) by the size-expanded bases in M13 phage. Figure S1 shows an outline of the assay. Quantification of the modified and control phage sequences is performed on the daughter phage population as described. The Restriction Endonuclease And Postlabeling determination of mutation frequency (REAP) assay [10b] quantifies the type and amount of mutagenesis at the modified base site by obtaining the base composition at that position after cellular replication (Fig. S1 ). After PCR amplification, products are cleaved, labeled and enzymatically digested, then analyzed by TLC and quantified by phosphorimagery. Experiments were performed in triplicate. The efficiency of replication bypass of single xDNA bases in vivo. Bases were ligated into single-stranded M13 bacteriophage and replicated in E. coli. Bypass efficiency was measured by quantifying relative output signals from test and internal standard genomes, and normalizing to those from the G at the test site control. The replicative encoding capability of single xDNA bases in E. coli. Shown are the relative amounts of each natural base at the test site (X) that replaced the xDNA base shown after phage replication. 
